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Ma Bell Color Television Pioneer 
BY ED LYON 

Around these parts, we usually accord C. Francis 
Jenkins credit for being the first to broadcast 

television—sound and pictures—for entertainment. He 
got the Naval Research Laboratory to supply 
transmitter NU, he made up many receivers placed in 
homes in Northwest DC, and he broadcast images of 
people, floral subjects, and toys in 
1926 and 1927. One of his finer 
receivers, having a prismatic glass 
scanner, was given to Leo Young, 
who kept it in his attic' after the 
broadcast experiment was over. 
Jenkins kept tinkering with his 
mechanically scanned system, and 
probably did more than anyone 
else, save Baird in England, to 
demonstrate that electronically 
scanned TV was the way to go. 

Not even a year after Jenkins's 
very-well-documented broadcasts 
in Washington, Ma Bell began a set of experiments 

i I was shown this receiver, with its rare prismatic glass scanning 
disk, after Leo's son had passed away sometime in the late 1970s, 
by Leo's son's widow. Later she called me to see what I wanted 
from his effects, and she added that the attic contents were 
already cleared out and in the landfill—only the garage was left to 
clear out. I got the books and papers, but the hardware was gone. 

that were aimed at the eventual marketing of two-way 
TV as an adjunct to the telephone. The objective was 
to allow phone users to see whom they were talking 
to, a feature that would shut down most telemarketing 
schemes today. Along the way to this goal, Bell 
scientists performed all the basic experiments 

necessary to come to the same 
conclusions that Jenkins had 
reached a few years earlier. These 
experiments covered all forms of 
mechanical scanning, the 
introduction of color television, and 
"large-screen" television. 

In April 1927 Bell Laboratories 
demonstrated their scanned-beam 
type of television system. In this 
method, considered the simplest 
form possible, the subject to be 
photographed is illuminated by a 
beam of light that plays over the 

scene in the form of a raster, scanning from one side to 
the other, jumping back to the first side again, and 
moving downward ever so slightly for the next 
horizontal scan. The whole scene is illuminated this 
way, one spot at a time. The television camera 
then needs only be a photocell, collecting the light 

(Continued on page 3) 
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(Continued from page 1) 
reflected from the scene as it is sequentially 
illuminated. 

Bell used a battery of photocells, finding that 
the more that were used, the brighter was 
the resulting received picture. In the receiver, 
the video signal, whose instantaneous 
amplitude was proportional to the brightness 
of the light reflected from the scene as it was 
scan-illuminated, was used to drive a neon 
lamp that illuminated a screen. The screen 
was then blocked from view except via a 
spiral pattern of pinholes in the scanning disk. 
This disk was spun in synchronism with the 
light scanner in the transmitter, reproducing a 
picture of the scene televised, however crudely. 

Figure 1. Bell Labs scanning disc camera in use and 
engineers hard at work. 

The scanning process had to be relatively fast, so as to 
capture moving objects in the scene without them 
seeming to jump, upon reception. Typically, scanning 
was done about 30 full frames per second. Each frame 
was made up of 40 horizontal scan lines. 

But this was only the first step. The drawbacks were 
obvious: the scene being televised had to be in 
absolute darkness, except for the scanned beam of 
light. Attempts were made to allow red background 
light (as in an old-time photographic darkroom) since 
the photocells were insensitive to red light, just to 
allow the human subjects in the scene to experience a 
little bit of realism. Otherwise the flickering scanned 
beam as the only illumination was very annoying. 

The next step was to copy Jenkins's method: keep the 
light steady and bright, and scan the image itself. In 
July 1928, Bell Labs demonstrated this next step, 
which they called direct scanning. Now fully 
illuminated outdoor scenes could be televised. The 
amount of light reaching the photocell, now, was far 
less than in the scanned-illumination method, and so 
the sensitivity of the system had to be improved. 

Now Bell engineers were experiencing the same 
problems faced by Jenkins a few years earlier, but they 
had screen-grid tubes now, and could get the needed 
amplification. Like Jenkins, though, needing high 
amplification brought them the discovery of 
microphonics in tubes, and they fashioned lead shields 
to dampen the vibrations. 

The camera became large, at this point, with its 
scanning disk of three feet diameter, its lens, aperture 
control, image plate, and photocell assembly. The 

camera in use can be seen in Figure 1. Note the dark 
cloth drape used to block stray light from getting into 
the photocell. A better view of the camera, showing 
the scanning disk exposed (it is behind the cloth drape 
in Figure 1) is seen in Figure 2. Note the wooden 
guard strips for keeping the drape from being inhaled 
by the spinning disk. The image formed on the square 
image plate by the lens (far left) is scanned by the 
spiral of pinholes in the disk, and the lens behind the 
disk throws the scanned image onto the photocell in 
the box assembly. 

This newer, direct-scan camera type used the same 
receiver as the scanned-illumination method of 1927. 
That receiver, in use, is seen in Figure 3. The motor 
spun the scanning disk at the same speed at each end 
of the television circuit—camera and receiver—but 
there was no guarantee that the two motors would be 
in exactly the same initial position or phase. Therefore 
the picture could be split or wrapped and would have 
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Figure 2. Closeup of scanning disc. 

to be phase-adjusted to get it right. What is interesting 
in Figure 3 is the crank-equipped wheel in the 
foreground. This wheel operated a mechanical 
differential so that the shaft spinning the disk 
responded to the sum of the motor rotation plus the 
crank rotation. After the motor was up to full speed, it 
remained but to turn the crank slightly to get the 
picture in perfect phase with that transmitted. 

But Ma Bell wasn't through yet. The Bell scientists 
had demonstrated both wire and radio transmission of 
pictures and sound, sending by wire from Washington 
to New York, and sending by radio broadcasts from 
Whippany, New Jersey, to New York. These 
demonstrations were made in 1927 and 1928. In June 
1929, they brought out the latest developments in 
photocell sensitivity, especially in the red end of the 
color spectrum, and, simultaneously, new glow-
discharge lamps using argon instead of neon, so as to 
get light rich in greens and blues. They used the 1927 
model of scanned beam-of-light camera, but collected 
the scanned image in three photocells, each having a 
color filter interposed in the light path. The filters 
were red, green, and blue, and the photocells' outputs 
were separately amplified and transmitted to the 
receiver. 

In the receiver, the three signals were 
simultaneously received and amplified, and 
were fed to glow-discharge bulbs. The red 
signal was fed to the usual neon bulb, while 
the blue and green signals used argon bulbs. 
Then color filters between the glow tubes 
and the screen selected only the separate 
colors red, blue, and green, all thrown on the 
screen through a set of mirrors and lenses. 
Finally, a scanning disc repositioned the 
three superimposed fluctuating light blobs 
into horizontal lines that resembled the 
original picture. By this time, the 40-line 
pictures had been improved to 72 lines. This 
receiving method is shown schematically in 
Figure 4, and the three channels of high-gain 
amplification in the camera end of the 
system is shown in Figure 5. The camera 
used in these tests can be seen in Figure 6. 
Note that the beam of light comes from an 
arc lamp (far right), scanned by the disc to 
cover the subject (the lady in costume) with 
a bright white raster, while the photocells 
and filters did their work in the box affair on 
the left. 

Just 72 lines—that sounds pathetic as I type 
this on my 1024-line computer monitor. But the time 
was long ago-1929. Ma Bell had plans for making 
the television system tested here work in the home and 
office—mainly in the office—to provide 
teleconferencing capabilities for businessmen and 

Figure 3. Bell Labs scanning disc TV receiver. 
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Figure 5. Color camera amplifiers. 

Figure 4. Color receiver schematic. 
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Figure 6. Trials of the color camera at Whippany. 
The lady's dress, corsage, and hat were surely 
very, very colorful. 

well-heeled homebodies. But the mechanical problems 
and dangers of the scanning-disk system remained as 
serious bars to the use of these television methods. In 
England, though, John Logie Baird continued his push 
for acceptance of a similar system well into the 
mid- 1930s. 

Then the developments coming out of Philo 
Farnsworth's lab sent the big signal to all concerned: 
electronic television was not only possible, it was 
within grasp. By 1936 England and Germany had it 
working, and at 400 to 500 lines per picture, not the 
72 to 80 that seemed to be the mechanical limit of 
scanning disks.• 
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The Proximity Fuse The Other Side 
BY ED LYON 

In March, Radio Age featured the history of the American proximity fuze program. It will 
be recalled that in this country there were actually two such programs during WWII—one 
for gravity bombs and other non-rotating, relatively slow projectiles, and a deerent fuze 
for the projectiles that were fired from rifled guns. But in Germany during the war there 
were probably twelve such fuze projects under way. How did these projects fare? 

The March 2001 proximity fuze article in Radio Age 
told the story of the American proximity fuze 
program, perhaps the second most valuable World War 
H radio development, radar being first. American 
proximity fuzes were not used on the European 
continent until after the Battle of the Bulge in 
December 1944, for fear the Germans might copy the 
technology upon finding one on an unexploded shell. 
An effective proximity fuze would make German flak 
far more deadly against allied bombers, and there was 
no sense giving this advantage to the Germans through 
capture of an intact fuze. But the Germans did have a 
fuze program—better make that many programs. 

It is fairly common knowledge that German science 
and engineering were among the best in the world in 
the 1930s and 1940s. Not all of the drive to excel in 
scientific accomplishment derived from the Nazi 
philosophy, either. Rather, it seems to be a German 
thing to conquer technological challenges. Of course, 
the "master race" concept driving the Nazi engine 
intensified this tendency considerably. And at the 
same time it damaged the German scientific capability 
to tackle really tough problems—those requiring years 
of laboratory experimentation and calculation. 

Several stories exist relating to Reichsmarschall 
Hermann Goering's discovery of long-range research 
projects being pursued in particularly challenging 
Luftwaffe aircraft programs—and his reaction when 
the affected project persisted for years without 
yielding an offensive weapon for Hitler's arsenal. He 
summarily canceled the project. This is known to have 
happened to four jet-powered aircraft programs and 
many of General Martini's electronics programs. 
Goering was especially irritated at programs aimed at 
development of defensive weapons, like tail-warning 
radars for bombers, anti-aircraft artillery (flak) 
guidance systems, and night-fighter aircraft. Defensive 
weapons were considered suitable for the weak and 
not for the Nazis. Any attack on Germany or Germans 
would be met not with defensive methods, but with 
savage use of vengeance weaponry, instead. Better to 

teach the enemy a lesson than to copy his ways of 
doing battle. 

The Nazi guidelines were clear, but in little 
laboratories all over Germany and in the satellite 
countries scientists could see the nature of the war 
changing after 1941, and they dragged out their 
hidden-away flak, night-fighter, tail-warning radar, 
and other defensive radio-based weapon projects and 
brought them to life, usually on a low budget and with 
little fanfare. Then in January 1943 the German 
discovery of the English microwave radar in a crashed 
Shorts Stirling bomber in Rotterdam brought the Nazi 
leaders to their senses. They were actually falling 
behind the Allies in technology. And while planning 
ever more intense vengeance attacks on Britain, it 
became apparent that the Germans might lose the war 
through the inability to stop the massive destruction of 
the country by allied bombers. 

Very early in the war, one type of proximity fuze 
development was actually under way in Germany— 
and it was somehow an approved series of projects. An 
example is the project called Zunder-19, the 
development of a bomb fuze that would make a bomb 
explode at some given height above the terrain. This 
would make it an offensive weapon, and therefore 
generally easily approved by the leadership. Normally 
though, the desire would be to make the bomb explode 
from 5 to 15 meters above the ground in order to get 
the highest blast effect and to avoid wasting energy 
moving large quantities of earth. 

But Zunder-19 tests all yielded bomb blasts about 
25-30 meters above the ground, indicating a possible 
intention of putting the fuze into chemical or 
biological warfare bombs. Zunder-I9 was never put to 
use, despite the production of several hundred such 
fuzes, further hinting at its probable purpose—to set 
off illegal bombs. 

Other fuzes in the general (offensive) category of 
bomb fuzes included an acoustic detector called 
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BAZ-55A and a radio fuze called Pinscher-C. 
BAZ-55A had an acoustic diaphragm, which would 
close a circuit when vibrated with sufficient violence, 
setting off the explosive. The vibration of the 
diaphragm would be initiated by the explosion of 
nearby bombs. So the method of use was to drop a 

string of bombs accurately timed as to the interval 
between bomb releases. The first in the string would 
be a regular contact-fuzed bomb, and following bombs 
would be fuzed by BAZ-55A. The bombs were timed 
to drop such that the height interval between the first 
and the cluster of other bombs was about 10 meters. 
Therefore, the initial explosion, caused by the first 
bomb hitting the ground, would set off the others 
acoustically, all bunched up about 30-50 feet off the 
ground. 

This fuze system worked well in controlled tests, but 
failed when the aircraft attitude was not perfectly 
level, and when the bomb intervalometer (the bomb 
release timing device) failed to meter the bombs out of 
the aircraft perfectly. It was used sparingly against 
London in 1941 but not afterward. 

Pinscher-C was another bomb fuze, with real 
electronics incorporated in it. It consisted of a radio 
transmitter and a separate receiver designed by the 
Ernst Orlich Institut of Danzig (now Gdansk). The 
antennas were separate and at right angles to each 
other to minimize the leakage of transmitter energy 
directly into the receiver. The transmitter sent out 
signals that would be reflected from nearby objects. 
When a sufficiently strong reflection signal returned to 
the receiver, the receiver's detector circuit would send 
a pulse to the output stage, which would set off the 
bomb's main charge. 

Only five of these fuzes were built or tested, and 
probably none was used in combat. The notion of 
detecting the reflected signal strength, rather than 
some other proximity effect, seems strange, since the 
strength could be affected by the size and material 

construction of the nearby object. It would seem that 
the triggering distance between the fuze and the 
reflecting object (such as the ground) might vary 
significantly as a result. Perhaps this is why the project 
was not further pursued. 

These three fuzes were made for gravity bombs, and 
all had some electronics in the circuit. That is, they all 
incorporated miniature electron tubes. In general, 
these tubes were standard German military tetrodes 
like the RV12P2000 shown in Figure 1. Aside from 
the ruggedness designed into these tubes as a result of 

Figure 1. German miniature electron tube. 

their intended use in airborne radios and radars, these 
were not unusual tubes like the ones built for the 
American VT fuze program. Of course, these German 
tubes did not have to withstand the rigors of being shot 
from cannon or mortars, but, instead, just had to 
survive bomb-handling roughhousing. To power the 
electronics in a fuze like the Pinscher-C, the bomb had 
a small generator in its nose, driven by a propeller. 
Because it required a free fall of several hundred feet 
to spin up the generator, this acted as the safety device 
preventing triggering of the bomb while too near the 
bombing aircraft. 

The majority of German radio fuzes—those that 
operated on a radar-like principle like the American 
VT fuze—were confined to use on gravity bombs, 
rocket-propelled glide-bombs, and rocket-propelled 
anti-aircraft missiles. The maximum G-forces 
experienced by these fuzes were of the order of 5 Gs, 
that is, about five times the force of gravity. It may be 
recalled that American VT fuzes of the Johns Hopkins 
APL design had to survive thousands of Gs. 

The Hs- 117 and Hs-298 anti-aircraft missiles were two 
models of the Henschel series of successful rocket 
weapons developed during the war. The glide-bomb 
types were mentioned in the wartime TV article in the 
November 2001 issue of Radio Age. The Hs- 117 and 
Hs-298 used proximity fuzes consisting of a radio 
transmitter feeding a small antenna at the nose of the 
missile. Proximity to a large metallic object, like the 
aircraft that was targeted by the missile controller, 
would change the antenna loading, increasing the plate 
current of the output tube of the transmitter, and this 
current change would fire a thyratron and set off the 
bomb some 30 meters from the target. This fuze was 
the Fox, made by AEG (Allegemeine Electricitats 
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Gesellschaft). It saw little use in the conflict, since the 
missile was so costly, and the lethality of the burst 
some 30 meters from the target was not spectacular. 
Very late in the war, Fox was to be replaced by 
Marabu, an updated fuze by Rheinmetall-Borsig, 
working on the same principles. But Marabu never got 
past the drawing-board stage. 

The Henschel Hs-293 series of rocket-assisted 
precision glide-bombs were generally made to explode 
upon contact, or delayed, to effect maximum damage 
to the targets they were pitted against. But a few of 
them were expected to be used against Allied invasion 
forces, and so a proximity fuze was sought which 
would cause the explosion to occur some 10-20 meters 
above the target, a landing craft. The Kakadu fuze, 
developed by Donaulandische GmbH of Vienna, was 
the fuze for this job. The company made about 3,000 
of these fuzes for use against the Normandy invasion, 
but the Luftwaffe was effectively grounded during the 
invasion, and they were never used. The Viennese firm 
received a contract for 25,000 of these fuzes even 
though the Luftwaffe always claimed to replace the 
Kakadu with the Fox fuze. 

A later anti-aircraft fuze developed by Blaupunkt was 
Trichter (German for funnel), designed for aerial 
bombs. These weapons were 200 kg shrapnel bombs 
intended to explode within Allied bomber formations, 
at the same 30-meter distance favored by the Fox fuze. 
Trichter initially used the Doppler principle, as in 
American fuzes, but the burst distance from the target 
was of the order of 10 meters, and for a big shrapnel 
bomb this was too close. Blaupunkt was ordered to 
copy the Fox design, instead, yielding better 
sensitivity and an immunity from electronic jamming. 
The Germans were dumbfounded at the speed with 
which American bombers would react to new German 
weapons by means of electronic countermeasures, so 
that an inherently jam-proof fuze was seen to be a 
huge advantage. The reason for not simply using the 
Fox fuze instead of developing the Trichter fuze at 
Blaupunkt was that AEG, the Fox contractor, was 
suffering heavy bombing at this point ( 1944-45) in the 
war. 

Too late in the conflict to be fully developed were two 
other similar fuzes, Wiesel and Marder. Both of these 
fuzes were being developed by the Ernst Orlich 
Institut in Danzig. Marder had been in hidden 
development for a long time, and it suffered from 
being far too complex to ever work properly. It used 
the antenna-loading principle like Fox did, but the 
change in antenna load caused by proximity to the 

target was detected through its change in the 
amplitude of the radio signal in the tuned output 
circuit. This new signal was transmitted to a ground 
station where its amplitude was measured, and when it 
reached the "proper" amplitude, the ground station 
would send a burst command to the weapon. 
Apparently it was felt that the ground station would 
have the wherewithal to judge the distance to the 
target better than the missile would. Wiesel was very 
similar, but was started in 1945, and eliminated the 
ground link, making it very much like Fox. 

Probably the only German radio-type proximity fuze 
likely to work well was one started in February 1945. 
This was Kugelblitz (ball lightning), which worked on 
the Doppler principle. In this design, a small 
transmitter sends out a signal, part of which leaks into 
the receiver co-located with the transmitter unit. Any 
signal reflected from a target (aircraft) is also received 
in the receiver, and mixes with the leakage from the 

transmitter to form a beat-note signal, because the 
reflected signal is at a slightly different frequency than 
that transmitted, owing to the Doppler principle. On 
the second of May 1945, the Salzburg laboratory, 
where ten of the fuzes were being tested on the bench, 
was visited by two officers from the German War 
Production ministry (formerly headed by Albert 
Speer). They scooped up the fuzes and all 
documentation and disappeared just as the war was 
ending. American military investigators were able to 
get the laboratory workers to build another fuze from 
memory, and subsequent tests in Dayton, Ohio, 
showed the fuze to be quite good, but still suitable 
only for low-G bombs and rockets. 

Another fuze under development by that Ernst Orlich 
outfit in Danzig was the Isegrimm. This fuze operated 
on the magnetometer principle, somewhat like a 
buried treasure detector. It had two coils oriented such 
that the ac magnetic field of the first coil was canceled 
in the second coil. Then when the fuze was brought 
into the vicinity of a metallic target, the balance of the 
two coils was upset, and the second coil received a 
large magnetic field. The voltage induced in it at that 
time was used to operate a thyratron that set off the 
main explosive. It never got into the production stage, 
mainly because of a lack of ruggedized tubes for the 
amplifier circuitry. 

All other proximity fuzes in the German arsenal were 
either acoustic or optical in their method of operation. 
Probably the best of the lot was Kranich, made for 
anti-aircraft missiles, but not found durable enough for 
use with the famed 88-mm flak gun. Kranich, shown 
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in blown-up view in Figure 2, had a small perforated 
window (B in the figure) on the side of the missile 
warhead. Behind this window there was a delicate 
diaphragm (G), stretched to resonate at 200 Hz audio 
frequency. Attached to this diaphragm was a wire (D) 
stretched to an anchor point (F) and passing through a 
tiny metal ring (E). When a source of 200-Hz sound 
was approached, the diaphragm and wire would 
vibrate strongly, and the wire would touch the ring, 
closing an electrical circuit. 

But why 200 Hz? This was a dominant tone emitted in 
the normal cruising settings of American radial aircraft 
engines. Both the Flying Fortress and the Liberator 
had these engines, and whether made by Pratt and 
Whitney or Wright, the 200-Hz tone was there. The 
missile, when passing close to one of these aircraft, 
would have its warhead set off by the wire vibration. 
The sensitivity was such that the explosion was about 
20 meters from the aircraft. No amplifiers or any other 
electronics circuitry was needed in this fuze, so it 
might have been possible to be adapted to the flak 
artillery shells, in theory. But not in practice, 
apparently. 

Stimmgabel was another similar acoustic fuze, made 
for aerial bombs to be dropped into American aircraft 
formations. It was to set off the bomb when the aero 
engine sounds got strong enough to indicate that the 
bomb was close to the target aircraft. Meise was 

another very similar fuze. Both used amplified 
microphone signals, and the amplifier tubes employed 
were the standard RV12P2000 Wehrmacht types. 

But the German penchant was for infrared (IR) fuzing. 
The Germans readily became convinced that everyone 
was using IR seekers and fuzes in all anti-aircraft 
weapons, probably because they wished they had such 
a weapon, themselves. They went to extraordinary 
measures to suppress IR radiation from their own 
aircraft in the belief that the English were using 
infrared seekers. 

The Elektro Akustic Institut (ELAK) at Kiel undertook 
development of the Paplitz fuze, based on detection of 
infrared radiation from aircraft engines. They 
eventually got sufficient nighttime sensitivity to cause 
the warhead of the missile to explode at a range of 12 
meters from the target aircraft, but this worked only at 
night, when the sunlight didn't mask the whole 
background, blinding the fuze. It was replaced by 
Lotte, but that project was plagued by problems 
getting sensitive IR detectors, and the project was 
abandoned. Roulette was another IR design by 
Brinkmann, also sharing the low-sensitivity problems 
of Lotte. None of the German IR proximity fuzes 
worked well enough to get into the war. 

Finally, scientists at Telefimken hit upon an active 
optical fuze. Their first effort was called Pistole, and it 

Figure 2. Schematic of Kranich, a German proximity fuse. 

B 
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had a flashing light illuminate the target in pulses. 
Reflections from the target were received in a 
photocell, amplified, and used to trigger a firing 
circuit. It had problems accommodating targets of 
differing colors, and allied aircraft in camouflage 
colors caused delayed triggering, while plain 
aluminum aircraft caused premature firing. More 
complex electronic circuits were required, but the 
forlorn search for ruggedized tubes kept driving the 
engineers toward simpler circuits. Pistole then merged 
into a more promising design called Wassermaus, but 
testing of this design was labored and made generally 
difficult by allied bombing. At war's end it had not yet 
passed any flight tests. 

So, then, how many proximity fuze projects have been 
mentioned so far? Probably 10 or 12, and there were 
more. Two other projects were aimed at proximity 
fuzes that detected the static charges built up on 
aircraft as they flew along. This is so-called tribo-
electricity. It results from friction between the airframe 
and the air particles tossed aside by the advancing 
aircraft. Two fuze types, Kuhglocke (cowbell) and 
Kuhglockchen (small cowbell), sought to exploit this 
tribo-electric charge on Allied bombers, but the 
contractor, Rheinmetall-Borsig, gave up on the idea in 
early 1945 as American troops stormed close to their 
laboratories in the Ruhr. 

None of the German proximity fuzes made any 
difference in the war. The closest any of them came to 
causing a German field victory was the Kakadu fuze 
used on the Henschel 293 standoff precision-guided 
bomb. The idea was to use this guided bomb against 
American invasion forces in Italy, and if it had been 
deployed successfully, the invasion might well have 
been lost. But the weakness in this German system 
was the fact that the same Henschel guided bomb had 
been used a few weeks before against the Italian 
Navy's flagship, the battleship Roma, and the 
American radio operators aboard a B-24 ferret plane 
detected and recorded the command signals sent from 
the German Heinkel Ill bomber to the rocket-bombs. 
Within a week, the Naval Research Laboratory had 
devised a jammer for those signals, and when the 
American invasion of Italy took place, U.S. destroyers 
were jamming the skies with these NRL signals, 
causing most of the German Hs 293 bombs to run 
amok, sailing wide of their marks into the 
Mediterranean. So the Kakadu proximity fuzes never 
had a chance to prove their worth. 

After the war, German officers brought to America 
were amazed at our wartime proximity fuzes, such as 

the Mark 53-artillery shell fuze shown in Figure 3. 
This fuze, developed by Johns Hopkins Applied 
Physics Laboratory, contained four subminiature radio 
tubes as well as resistors, inductors, and capacitors, 
and regularly withstood 7,000 Gs when the shell was 
fired from a rifled gun. As was explained in the March 
article, firing the gun caused the generation of the A, 
B, and C batteries from a set of dry electrodes and a 
vial of acid electrolyte, which smashed and spread 
among the electrodes as the shell accelerated out the 
gun barrel and commenced spinning. 

The Germans explained how their scientists despaired 
of ever getting vacuum tubes to withstand these 
forces. But it must be remembered that most of the 
war period these scientists were restricted to inventing 
things that could be brought from concept to 
production in less than one year. To bring vacuum 
tubes from normal military "rugged" status to 7,000-
Gs status was not possible in one year, or two or three 
years, either. So their amazement at our developments 
in the war can be understood—they lived in another 
world, a world of fierce competition for ideas, 
enormously unfair contracting practices, and arbitrary 
decision-making at the top. This decision-making was 
not always for the best weapons, either, but usually for 

(Continued on page 13, column 2) 

Figure 3. U.S. Mark 53 artillery shell fuze. 
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LacrioActivity JIDID2 Plans Advance 
BY PAUL R. FARMER 

Last month in this space, you read about MAARC's 
plans for three big auctions at our annual vintage radio 

meet, RadioActivity 2002, next May. We said there would 
be a special Thursday night Tubes, Paper, Advertising, 
and Ephemera Auction; a big Friday Silent Auction for 
parts and inexpensive sets and equipment, and the main 
Saturday Auction for items worthy of a minimum $ 10 
opening bid. As we refine the schedule for RadioActivity 
2002, we have eliminated the silent auction in favor of an 
early Saturday afternoon walk-around auction in the 
vendors' parking lot. 

We hope this will encourage vendors to stick around to the 
end of the meet to unload their less valuable goodies. Non-
vendors are equally welcome to participate in the selling by 
laying out their box lots and low-end sets in the flea-market 
area of the parking lot. No commissions will be charged for 
this final event of the meet, and bidders and consignors will 
settle up among themselves. We hope this turns out to be 
fun and is more profitable for sellers. And it will allow us to 
move up the start time for the big Saturday morning 
auction. Plans for the Thursday evening auction are 
unchanged. 

Don't forget that the main Saturday 
auction is going to include a number 
of high-end sets that have already 
been pledged for that event. An 
example is the GE Model L570 
Catalin pictured here. This is a 
difficult set for Catalin collectors to 
find. The present example has the 
maroon case and yellow trim pieces. 
All insert-grill Catalins such as this 
are highly desirable. This one has a 
nearly perfect case with no chips, cracks, 
or hairlines. There is just one small rough 
patch on the face. The set will be sold in 
auction without reserve. 

the Saturday 

Other outstanding offerings that have been promised for the 
main auction include an Emerson Model 400 Patriot 
Catalin, an Emerson Model 520 catalin; an Emerson 
repwood Mickey Mouse novelty radio, a Hopalong Cassidy 
novelty radio; a Philco 70 cathedral; and several other top 
drawer sets. The auction team is soliciting and accepting 
consignments of other high-end radios for the Saturday 
auction. We hope this effort and the $25 commission cap for 
all MAARC auctions will attract still more high quality, 
expensive sets to the auction and be a big draw for serious 
collectors all over the country to attend RadioActivity 2002. 
If you have quality vintage radios to pledge for consignment 
to the RadioActivity 2002 Main Auction, contact 

Paul Farmer or Eric Stenberg now (see p. 2 for contact info) 
so that your sets can be featured in upcoming advertising. 

Another important change for this year's RadioActivity 
Meet is the event's move from our traditional mid-June 
affair to mid May. Our dates this year are May 16-18, 
Thursday noon through Saturday afternoon. This should 
greatly improve our chances of avoiding a Washington-
Baltimore summer heat wave. 

The meet theme for 2002 is Atwater Kent. Last year we 
designated a meet theme (Bendix) for the first time, and it 
was a great success. The Old Equipment Contest will have 
an Atwater Kent theme category, and at the Friday evening 
banquet there will be a talk on Atwater Kent and a display 
of his equipment and ephemera. Make your reservations 
early for the banquet, as seating will be limited. All meet 
attendees are warmly welcomed to attend the informal 
banquet. We were very pleased with the quality of the 
dinner last year and it is a great opportunity to enjoy an 
interesting talk and meet some new folks or spend time with 
old friends. Awards and door prizes are usually a part of this 
event as well. 

One of the most gratifying aspects of 
last year's meet was the quantity, 
variety, and quality of entries in the 
Old Equipment Contest. This is one 
of the most educational aspects of 
RadioActivity, and it is always fun 
to see collectors bring out some of 
their best gear. Take another look at 
Rod Matzko's December 2001 Radio 
Age article on the upcoming 
RadioActivity 2002 Old Equipment 

Contest Categories and think about what you 
can enter in this year's contest. Participating in this year's 
contest could be the highlight of the meet for you—not 
counting placing the winning bid on the GE Catalin! 

Something that always amazes me is how this club always 
puts on such a great annual meet at such low cost to 
participants. Once again, if you pre-register for 
RadioActivity 2002, the fee is just $5 for you and your 
spouse, or just $ 10 at the door. Vendor spaces are still just 
$10. And if you attend the Friday banquet, you pay only $20 
per plate, less than the actual cost to MAARC. As long as 
MAARC can remain solvent, why should we charge you 
more for RadioActivity? Or for that matter, why should we 
charge you more than $20 a year for membership, even 
though membership does include Radio Age, the best 
vintage radio journal anywhere! See you at the next 
MAARC meeting, or see you at RadioActivity 2002!• 
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Radio-Controlled Drones 
A Modern Surveillance Tool 

BY ED LYON 

Surely the destruction of the Taliban and El Qaida 
military forces in Afghanistan by precision bombing 
and other modern weapons marks a watershed in the 
humane conduct of war. For the most part, at least, 
only the targeted military objective gets hit in these 
attacks. The whole thing relies on two basic factors: 
intelligence as to where the enemy is located and 
getting a weapon to that exact place. 

The latter, of course depends on the use of navigation 
devices, and of all these, probably the radio system 
called GPS stands out as the finest ever conceived. 
Most of us have seen GPS receivers; indeed many of 
us have them in our cars, planes, and/or boats. These 
receivers locate themselves in three dimensions 
(latitude, longitude, and altitude) to an accuracy 
measured in feet (actually in inches, in the military 
version), by measuring accurately the time of 
reception of coded radio signals from a number of 
earth satellites. On a very recent boat assignment, this 
author used GPS receivers extensively, and these units 
located the boat to an accuracy of a few feet by 
processing the signals from six to nine satellites at a 
time. 

But the former task, gaining accurate intelligence as to 
the location of the enemy, requires that we observe the 
enemy and note the location of the observation 
platform and the relative location of the enemy with 
respect to that platform. The more distant the enemy is 
from the observation platform, the more uncertain is 
this relative location computation, of course. Thus, by 
using a manned aircraft to do the observation, we must 
either fly the aircraft into the vicinity of the enemy to 
get an accurate measure of his location with respect to 
the observer or stand back and accept some inaccuracy 
in this assessment. 

Recently, the U.S. has been using Predator and other 
similar drone aircraft to gain access to the enemy's 
location without risking pilots in the process. Indeed, 
until a few weeks ago, at least, the only "aircraft" lost 
to enemy fire in the destruction of the Taliban was a 
drone. These drones are small propeller-driven aircraft 
carrying cameras, radars, or other observation gear, 

and programmed to fly to specific areas and return. 
The drone aircraft use GPS receivers to carry out their 
own navigation, flying to set-in GPS waypoints just as 
airliners do in commercial service, using their 
autopilots. 

But when did we start flying drone aircraft to conduct 
surveillance where it would be unwise to risk pilots? 
Might make a nice research project for some alert 
Radio Age reader. To get started, here's a picture taken 
on 3 May 1938 (Figure 1, page 7), by A. Hoyt Taylor, 
one of the founders of the Naval Research Laboratory. 
The picture shows a Curtiss biplane outfitted as a 
drone, about to take off NOLO (no live operator 
aboard) from Anacostia Field, Washington, D.C. 

In the foreground can be seen part of the power 
generator used to power-up the control transmitter. 
The transmitting antenna can be seen in the 
foreground, as well. The "chase" aircraft, another 
biplane, is the one on the right, also ready for takeoff. 

These drone tests, the first NOLO tests by the Navy, 
were documented by Leo Young, Taylor's assistant. 
His notes indicate that at one point about fifteen 
minutes into the NOLO flight, the drone seemed to be 
headed for the VIP observation area set up on the 
field, and the controller was frantically moving the 
control stick set up near the transmitter, trying to get 
the drone to veer away. 

But Leo didn't see that immediately. What caught his 
attention was a naval officer standing too close to the 
transmitter's antenna wire. Before Leo could politely 
get him to move away just a little, the officer received 
a slight RF burn on his arm, and immediately swatted 
at it, probably thinking it was a bug or bee that had 
stung him. His arm sweep had ripped the antenna wire 
loose, and Leo hurriedly reattached it, getting RF 
burns, himself, in the process. 

All this time the plane kept boring in on the crowd, but 
as soon as the transmitter operation had been restored, 
the controller regained control and the drone was 
diverted and landed successfully, completing a 
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Figure 1. Curtiss biplane outfitted as drone, left. "Chase" aircraft, right. 

25-minute voyage up and down the Potomac. 

All this was 63 years ago. The usual method of 
navigation in those days was celestial, plus use of 
radio direction finders on manned aircraft. This drone 
was to have been used within sight of its controller 
aircraft, or within sight of the ship that deployed it. 
The aim was to extend the "eyes" of the fleet to some 
altitude, so that enemy ships could be detected at 
greater distances than then practicable. 

Remember that radar aboard ships was a reality at that 
time, but it was crude. It was planned that a television 
system might be developed to give the drone a set of 
independent "eyes." RCA was under contract by NRL 
for this purpose, but RCA was already too busy trying 
to get a television system developed for the Army 
(Project Jeep [see the November 2001 issue of Radio 
Age]). As a fallback, the drone was to carry a VHF 
receiver able to eavesdrop on ship-to-ship 
communications among enemy ships. But NRL's 
effort here was to get the drone control system 
straightened out and reliable. The sensors would come 
later. • 

(Continued from page 10) 
the ones that were claimed to be most likely to 
terrorize the Allies. 

Perhaps the cruelest irony for the Germans was the 
fact that in December 1944, when they overran our 
positions in the Ardennes Forest in the "Battle of the 
Bulge," they captured a warehouse containing over 
5,000 new American proximity-fuzed anti-aircraft 
shells. These were 90-min shells intended for use in 
case the Germans tried a suicide attack by fighter-
bomber aircraft. But these were German tankers, not 
Luftwaffe officers, and the nature of the shells they 
found escaped any detailed analysis. When we 
recaptured the warehouse a few weeks later, the shells 
were still there, intact. Meanwhile, though, we had 
assumed the worst and had developed a jammer for 
our own fuzes, just in case the Germans had adapted 
them for their 88-mm guns, and tried them against our 
aircraft. The jammer developed in the short period 
between our realization that the Germans had our 
fuzes and the time we had to fly over their positions 
was very effective, generally causing explosion of the 
shell within a few hundred feet of the gun muzzle.B 
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MAARC 2002 Meeting 

Schedule 

The Board of Directors has approved 
the following schedule for MAARC 
meetings for 2002: 

• Meetings are held at the New Hope 
Seventh Day Adventist Church s in 

Burtonsville, Maryland, unless otherwise noted. See 
page 2 of Radio Age for directions to the church. 

• January 20. 
• February 17. 
• March 17—At the Sully Station 

Community Center in Northern 
Virginia, same place as last Spring. 

• April 21. 

• May 16-18—RadioActivity 2002 
(Same hotel as last year, Beltsville, 
Maryland. We will run ads about this 
meet for two months in ARC. 

• June 23. 
• July 21. 
• August 18. 
• September 15—May be in Burtonsville 

or in Northern Virginia—not certain 
yet. 

• October—Fall mini-meet, place and 
date to be determined. 

• November 17. 
• December 15. 

Arrive early for the 2 p.m. meeting to take in 
the regular parking lot flea market and tube and 
capacitor sales. Inside we stillhave more flea 
marketing, show and tell, the main presentation, 
and an auction. Lunch can now be had onsite!• 

For the Record 

The December 2001 meeting of the Mid-Atlantic 
Antique Radio Club was held on the 16th at the 
Seventh Day Adventist Church Gymnasium in 
Burtonsville, Maryland. Approximately 65 members 
were present. The auction was larger than usual, and 
netted $239 for the club. Other sources of income in-
cluded: the 50-50 drawing, which the winner donated 
back to MAARC, $22; tube sales, $ 143; capacitor 
sales, $63; and donations for refreshments, $29.• 

Flat Screen Monitors 

Have you seen the flat-screen monitors now available 
for computers and television viewing? They use color/ 
LCD technology now, but there was a time when a 
flat-screen display had to use many individual neon 
lamps, one per pixel. In this respect it was just like the 
highway signs used to advise motorists of road 
conditions and the like. 

Back in 1927-29, Bell Telephone Labs tried a 
television experiment in preparation for outfitting 
telephones in this country with TV sending and 
receiving capabilities. The idea was to let the called 
person see who was calling, and vice-versa. Bell had 
already tested their small-screen scanning-disk 
television system, following closely on the heels of 
Jenkins' experimental broadcasts in Washington in 
1926-27. (See story, page 1.) 

For large viewing audiences, the small screen (about 3 
inches square) would not do, so Bell assembled an 
array of 50x50 neon bulbs driven by individual wires 
fed from a motor-driven scanning switch. Thus it 
could be synchronized just like a scanning-disk 
receiver, but it made a 25"x25" display with a 
resolution of—get this-2 pixels per inch. The 

backside of this display, showing the scanning motor 
and horrendous wiring to the 2,500 bulbs, is shown 
here.• 
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Washington, VA 22747-0352; (540) 
987-8759; oldradiotime@hotmail.com 

Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

For Sale: RCA Radiola II, best 
reasonable offer. Stephen Ackerman, 
202-547-6323 (Washington, D.C.). 

Wanted: RCA Victor Service Data 
(Red Book), Vol. III, 1943-46. Mark 
Hewitt, 6659 Tipperary Trail, Roscoe, 
IL 61073, (-815-623-8729, email: 
mhewitt@inwave.com 

For Sale: Knobs and pushbuttons and 
1942/42 Philco escutcheon 
reproductuions now available. Contact 
us for specific model numbers on 
escutcheons. Old Time Replications, 
5744 Tobias Avenue, Van Nuys, CA 
91411; 818-786-2500. 

For Sale: Many of your old time radio 
shows are available on tape cassettes. 
You select the shows you want and 
purchase them by the hour. Fast, 
friendly service. Send for our catalog 
listing over 5,700 shows arranged by 
category and title; only $2 postage and 
handling. Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 
2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

Services Offered: Professional 
restorations for all antique table radios, 
consoles, cathedrals, tombstones, 
battery sets, and communication 
receivers. Complete overhauls. 
Lacquer sprayed hand-rubbed cabinet 
refinishing. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. UPS/USPS/FedEx 
shipments accepted. All work 
guaranteed. Bob Eslinger, Antique 
Radio Restoration and Repair, 20 Gary 
School Road, Pomfret Center, CT 
06259. Hours: 9 am-5 pm, Tues.-Sat. 
Telephone/fax 860-928-2628; 
email radiodoc@neca.com. Visit us 
in CT or on our website at 
http://users.neca.coin/radiodoc  

Subscribe to Autocall, the official 
monthly publication of the Foundation 
for Amateur Radio, Inc. Call John 
Swafford, 703-536-9537, to get on the 
mailing list. Only 8 bucks a year. 

Index Available: New Index to AWA 
publications (OTB, AWA Review, etc.), 
1960 through Aug. 1999; formatted 
like earlier versions, but with new 
"Author" section; 63 pages, letter-size; 
over 7,000 citations, $ 12 postpaid, 
anywhere. Ludwell Sibley, 102 
McDonough Road, Gold Hill, OR 
97525. 

For Sale: Interested in radios and 
other items from Australia and 
New Zealand? Here's a website that 
has direct sales between sellers and 
buyers, for items shown on the 
site. Take a look at: 
http://www.cartersworld.com  

For Sale: Boonton Model 190A 
Q-meter, 20-260 MHz, excellent 
condition, w/manual, $ 175 plus S&H. 
L. Gardner, 458 Two Mile Creek 
Road, Tanawanda, NY 14150-6610; 
Radiolen@aol.com 

For Sale: Addison Model 52 in 
maroon and ivory. Identical to Model 2 
baby Catalin, but in Plaskon. 
Insignificant bottom crack. Fantastic 
set at $675. Riders on CD-ROM, $249, 
or pick up at MAARC meeting at 
special discount show price. 
Wanted: Colorful plaskon sets of the 
1930s. No one pays more for your 
completely crack-free sets. Any 
Detrola Pee Wee or Super Pee Wee, 
regardless of condition. Algene 
cosmetic case portable AR5U or 
AR6M. Knobs used on mid-1930s 
Grunows. Knobs for Motorola 53H. 
Buying all Catalins and quality early 
US and Japanese transistor radios. 
Best prices anywhere paid for your 
exceptional quality sets. Call, email, 
write with asking price, bring to 
monthly MAARC meeting, or ship 
with pre-approval. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Time Out of Mind Radio. 
Paul Farmer, PO Box 352, 

LaclicActivitv 
200) 

MAARC's Annual Radio 

MegaMeet! 

Don't Miss It— 

May 16-18, 2002 

Meet Theme: Atwater Kent 

Exciting Eventsl!I 

Three-day Flea Market 

Seminars 

Three Big Auctions! 

Old Equipment Contest 

Public Invited, Nationally 

advertised in A.R.C.! 

Banquet With AK Talk 

and Exhibits 

Radio Repair, Clinic 

Cabinet 84 Speaker 

Restoration Programs 

Meet Pre-registration 

Just $5 

Cheapest Major Radio 

Event Anywhere/I'll 

Watch www.maarc.orq or see 
February Radio Age for 

registration forms. 
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Sun., Jan. 20 

Sun, Feb. 10 

Sun., Feb. 17 

Sun., Mar. 17 

Sun., Apr. 21 

May 16-18 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

Frostfest (indoor) Hamfest at 3000 Mechanicsville Pike 
(Rt. 360), Richmond, VA, 8:30 a.m. See www.frostfest.com 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Community Center in 
Northern Virginia, where previous meetings have been held. 

Sequoia F 
a 

Road 

X 
Sully Station 

Community Center 

Rt. 28 
(Sully Road) 

S 
(map not to scat« 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

IadIc tctÍvitvlCt. Sheraton College Park, 4095 Powder 
Mill Road, Beltsville, MD 20705. Theme: Atwater Kent. 
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